
hospitality reinvented 

SOJOURN



problem

Airbnb’s are wildly inconsistent 
with absolutely no guarantee in 

the quality of your stay

Consumers want the value and 
experience that a short term 

rental brings, with the 
consistency and quality of a hotel

Hotels are sterile and isolated, 
cutting consumers off from 

local neighborhoods, 
communities, and experiences



Solution

Sojourn offers upscale, short-term rentals in high 
demand areas, with the consistency and quality 

of a hotel—guaranteed every time 

hospitality reinvented



opportunity

Our generation wants upscale accommodations in local neighborhoods 
and are spending more on travel than previous generations. 

Since 2008, millennials have focused an 
increasing share of their income on travel

Millennials intend to spend 15% more on 
travel in 2018 than they did in 2017*

*MMGY 2019 Portrait of American Travelers

A Short Term Rental Soft Brand can scale 10x faster than a hotel

A 250 room hotel in Los Angeles will 5 
years to build and cost $200 million

Sojourn can accomplish this same feat 
in 6-12 months for only $4 million 



opportunity

*CNBC, Bloomberg

Developers have overbuilt in the luxury market and they need to fill their units 

Multifamily construction at 40 year high

Top 10% most expensive apartments in 
US had a vacancy rate of 13% in Q1 
2018, while the bottom 90% had a 

vacancy rate of around 6% 
Bottom 90% Vacancy Top 10% Vacancy

13%
6%



Be greedy when others are 
fearful...be fearful when 
others are greedy”
-Warren Buffet

Developers have become fearful 
because they have too much vacancy



Current Entry Point

Serviceable Obtainable Market
Sojourn primary market penetration
First 15 major metro markets

$525M

$157B
Total Available Market
Global short term rental revenue, 2018 Berkshire Hathaway

Serviceable Available Market
Expand market share in metro and destination markets
First 15 major metro markets

$10.5B

market
Residential real estate is the largest asset 

class in the world at $165+ Trillion



competition
Sojourn Pillow Sonder Lyric Niido

Short Term 
Capable

Long Term 
Capable

International

Latin America 

Full Asset 
Control

Recession 
Proof



advantages

First mover advantage in LATAM 

Asset Control

We operate multifamily real estate assets that we have full control 
of through whole building leases and intelligent contracts.  This will 
allow us to balance risk and reward, while allowing us to expand and 
contract based on shifts in market demand 

Sondors has raised $135M for US, Canada, and Europe

Domio has raised $54M just for the US market



Sojourn master leases whole 
residential buildings, furnishes 

and designs them to a high 
standard, and re-leases them 

as short term rentals

model

gross profit margin



Unit Economics

Per Single Apartment, based on 
actual XX unit in Example City, 

trailing twelve months

Start up Cost: $ 13,500.00 

Annual Revenue (Avg): $ 84,026.24 

Monthly Revenue: $ 7,002.19 

Monthly Expenses: ($4,155.00)

Monthly Gross Profit: $2,847.19

Annual Profit: $34,166.24

Annual Return: 253.08%

Investment Payback Timeline (months): 4.74

Total Return (over 7 years) $293,163.68

40.66%
actual gross profit margin



Pipeline

Puerto Rico Colombia Mexico

70+

100+

70+

Expected Annual Revenue: $XXM Expected Annual Revenue: $XXM Expected Annual Revenue: $XXM



traction

$XXM USD 
in gross revenue since 2015

XX,000+ nights managed
XX,000+ bookings created

Operating in X Cities | X countries

Detailed Financials Available Upon Request

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Total Revenue Net Income



ask

Raising $xM Seed Round with $xM credit line
2 Year Target: XX00+ Properties, XX Cities, $XXM Annual Revenue

40

30

20

10

Property Expansion

Operating Expenses

Product

Branding & Marketing

Contact Name
name@email.com

1.555.555.5555

Spend


